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International Relocations Made Easy 

Anyone who has moved once in their life will tell you that 
moving is a bit of a hassle, we're here to tell you that although 
it may be true for many, it doesn't have to be true for you.
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We are here to break down your move and help you through the process 
step by step so that you can have a smoother move experience 
altogether with tips and tricks that we've acquired throughout. 

Yes, moving is a strenuous, complicated and lengthy process and 

it can cause you to break down or lose your cool, thus making you forget 
or overlook things that may be important. 

"Very happy with the service and assistance provided to obtain visa 

extension within short time scale. Writer Relocations works as 
effectively as possible within an apparently disorganized FRRO." 
- J. C. Rolls Royce India Pvt Ltd
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Domestic moving itself is a problem for most people, international 
moving is a whole other ballgame.  

We at Writer Relocations realize that 'moving' is only one of your 
priorities on a list of things you have to get done, like getting a job or a 
house, or just adjusting to your job/ house, and adapting to a different 
culture.  

We're here so that you have one less 

thing to worry about. 
Imagine losing important papers or 

damaging boxes, facing issues with 

customs in an unknown country or having 

your insurance claims rejected, if you 

think this is bad, things can get worse.  
Which is why you need professionals to 

help you out. Hey, we all need help 

sometimes, it's better to hire help and 

have a smooth relocation than otherwise. 

We, here at Writer Relocations  have 

had over 500,000 customers like you 

who've moved with us and had one of 

the most pleasant moves of their lives.  

You can get a free move quote right 
now! 

International Moving 
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Since we aspire to be more than a moving company we help you with 
various things that would be time-consuming for you to do on your 
own, if not difficult. We will help you simplify your visa and immigration 
process, find schools for your children and so on... which are included 
in the nine programs <http:///> we have curated especially for you. 

These services will help make your move easier, aiding you to minimize the 

impact of obstruction you'd normally face. 

We have been around for about 63 years and we move about 16000+ 
people each year. With this amount of moving experience you can imagine 

that we know everything there is to know about moving, hence you can count 

on us to deliver a stress-free move.

Orientation Services

"I would use Writer Relocations' services again for sure. My score is 5.  

I was very satisfied with the services provided.” 
-  Ondrej Koucky, Mumbai to Czech Republic, August 2016 
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We mean it when we say choose Writer Relocations 
https://www.writerrelocations.com/ for a smooth move, the move itself 
isn't the only thing we help you with, we help you with everything related 
to the move too! Here are a few of the many cases where Writer 
Relocations has helped the customers with more than their move.

a) Upon completing his tenure in Korea 
a customer of ours decides to return to 
India, but he has concerns about import 
documents, duties regarding shipment 
and the customs clearance process. 

The import advisory at Writer 
Relocations addresses the concerns of 
the customer. 

The shipment formalities regarding 
export and physical inspection were 
dealt with in under 4 hours. 

The shipment was delivered within 5 
days (complying with formalities of 
course).

b) In this case, the shipment to 
be delivered was huge and the 
customer insisted that the 
packaging be done in front of 
him, this meant that intensive 
planning and scheduling be 
taking into consideration the 
client’s schedule. 

The customs duty was paid 
upfront on arrival in Mumbai and 
the shipment was moved to a 
temperature controlled facility. 

The lift vans were packed on the 
first in last out basis to facilitate 
smooth retrieval and assembly at 
the destination.

 Case Studies
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Now we know you may have questions yourself, but here are some of the 
frequently asked questions regarding international moving that we’ve 
answered for you.

A) When should I call a moving company to discuss an international 
relocation? 

When moving abroad, you need to plan ahead to reduce any anxiety and 
surprise when you arrive at your destination. 

This is why it is always better to talk to a professional moving company well 
before you move. 

Ideally, you should call Writer Relocations, at least 7 weeks in advance of 
your move.  
This gives both you, and us, ample time to prepare and plan for the move. 

FAQs

"Our one day Cross Culture training was more than excellent!” 

   - AM, Royal Bank of Scotland

https://www.writerrelocations.com/contact/request-a-quote/
http://www.writerrelocations.com
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B) What happens when I call Writer Relocations? 

As soon as you contact us, an expert relocation consultant from the local 
office will get in touch with you and fix an appointment for a house visit. 

Our Move Consultant will explain to you in detail all the aspects of an 
international move including packing, crating, shipping, transit times, 
insurance, unpacking, and temporary or long-term storage facilities that 
you may need.

Our experienced move advisor will 
also inform you about the other 
services that we provide such as 
International Relocation, Relocate 
within India, Orientation Services, 
Storage Solutions, Fine Art 
Handling, Office Moves, 
Hospitality Logistics, and 
Commercial Moving so that you 
can choose what’s appropriate to 
your situation. 

Our experienced move advisor will then 
plan your move. He will study your 
requirements in detail, survey the 
household possessions that need to be 
moved, and get back to you with the 
cost, timelines, and shipping options. 

Once you get your move plan, you can 
make the final choices for your move 
based on the indicated budgets. 
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C) What items cannot be shipped in an international household items 
shipment? 

Do note that hazardous materials and inflammable items such as gas 
canisters, aerosol cans, and firearms, cannot be shipped. Nor can you 
ship destructive materials like wood, brick, cement, etc, with your 
household items. 

Please also leave out any perishable 
goods, or any other item that could 
leak, or cause significant damage to 
the items around it. 

Your experienced move advisor 
from Writer Relocations will explain 
to you the full list of items that 
cannot be shipped or transported.

"We have been using Writer Relocations for the shipping of our artworks 

for the Indian Art Fair held in New Delhi on January 2014. 
Their service was extremely good, precise, responsible, and reliable.  
I would recommend their services to anyone looking for a reliable and 
service-oriented shipping company.” 
- Goutam Mukherjee, Gallery Sanskriti, Kolkata 
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D) Do you provide insurance? How do I calculate the amount of 
insurance? 

Yes, we do. 

Writer Relocations will help you at each step of your move and provide 
coverage for household and personal effects during an international 
move. 
The expert move advisors at Writer Relocations will guide you through 
the insurance process. 

When filling the international valuation insurance paperwork do keep in mind 

that in the case of any damage, you will have to get a replacement for the item 

in the destination country and so the value should be based on the currency of 

your destination country.

"I want you to thank everyone for all of the help to get this overboard 

back to the US and back under the feet of my daughter. Although this 
was the Christmas present in Dubai she is now excited to see it again for 
her 11th birthday which is Sunday. Thanks again!" 
- Client from Bombardier
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E) Whom do I coordinate with once I reach my destination country? 
Writer Relocations has 13 offices in India, Middle East, and Singapore. 
So if these are your destinations, we will have Writer Relocations official 
to coordinate with you. 

Besides this, Writer Relocations is part of a global network of quality movers. 
We have tie-ups with 360 companies in 190 countries across the globe. The 
upshot is that you don’t have to worry about moving anywhere in the world 
with us. Rest assured that we shall provide you a detailed list of contact 

"The responses while coordinating the shipment is really commendable. 

Also, I would like to point out the professionalism and punctuality of the 
crew while delivering the shipment (including the staff) who collected and 
delivered my passport. I would like to rate 5 out 5 for the overall 
assistance provided. Many thanks for hassle-free service.  
Wish you all the best!” 
- Deepti Yerunkar, Singapore to Mumbai, August, 2016.

You can get in touch with the 
person-in-charge in the 
destination country to get an 
update on the shipment. 

This person will also help you with 
the next steps. You can also track 
your shipment online. Once your 
shipment arrives at its destination, 
you will get complete help from 
our end including services such as 
customs clearance, temporary 
storage (or even long-term 
storage), unpacking, and even 
disposal of the shipping debris.
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G) I do not speak the native 
language of the country I am 
moving to. can you help me? 

Writer Relocations focuses not just 
on shipping your belongings. We 
also prepare you culturally for the 
move. 
With our language and cultural 
training program, we help you 
understand the culture of the country 
that you are moving to. Our experts 
also teach you the basic 
communication phrases that will help 
you adjust to the new location easily. 

F) Will you help me find an 
apartment in my destination 
country? 
Yes, we can help you find 
temporary as well as long-term 
accommodation while you are 
moving to an international 
destination. 

We are happy to help you 
negotiate your lease agreements 
and also be available for 
assistance when you need to 
renew the lease. Please check out 
the details of the Home Search 
Service in the Orientation 
Services section.

https://www.writerrelocations.com/
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H) I am moving to  
an international location with  
my family. Can you help me  
find a school for my children? 
We understand how difficult 
finding a good school for your 
child can be. 

To help you with this we offer  
School Search Service to find the 

perfect school for your children 

based on your educational 

requirements. We also provide 

assistance throughout the 
admission process. 

I) How do I find the latest 
customs clearance information?                           
The information on customs 
clearance keeps changing 
frequently. 

So it is best to get in touch with the 
embassy in your city to verify the dos 
and don’ts of international shipping to 
a particular country. 

https://www.writerrelocations.com/moving/orientation-services/
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Once you've moved to a new destination we know it may be difficult for 
you to make friends in a foreign country. 
Hence, we bring to you the expat club from Writer Relocations. 

The basic needs of man, which are the social needs, are met and fulfilled 
by this club. 

Our main goal here is to introduce 
you to other expatriates who have 
similar interest as you do with a 
common platform in which all of you 
can connect on. 

By enrolling in the Writer Relocation 
expat club you enjoy social 
networking privileges and you can 
also enjoy attractive membership 
privileges. The club also hosts 
various adventurous, entertaining 
and cultural activities. 

"We will surely use Writers Relocations for our next international or 

national move. Glad that we got introduced to this company. We had a 
good experience, therefore will not hesitate to use the services again. 
Your quality of services, no doubt, gets a rating of 5 out of 5. I will 
also recommend you to my friends and relatives". 
- Ratna Mirchandani, Korea to Bangalore, August 2016.

You also get discounts in bars, restaurants, shopping, health, beauty, and 
lifestyle, enjoy the refreshing experience and join the Writer Relocations  
Expat club today! 

Expat Club

https://www.writerrelocations.com/moving/international-moving/expat-club/
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There's are various reasons we call ourselves experts in moving, one of 
them being, we help you move anything from your plants, machinery, 
offices, art and more to about 190 countries. 

"We have been using Writer Relocations for the shipping of our artworks 

for the Indian Art Fair held in New Delhi on January 2014. Their service 
was extremely good, precise, responsible, and reliable. I would 
recommend their services to anyone looking for a reliable and service-
oriented shipping company." 
- Goutam Mukherjee, Gallery Sanskriti, Kolkata 

Areas we serve

We made a list of cities we have offices to help you find one that's 
closest to you, come visit us at Writer Relocations and help us help you 
move stress-free and not to mention damage-free. 

https://www.writerrelocations.com/areas-we-serve/
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"Our one day Cross Culture training was more than excellent!” 

   - AM, Royal Bank of Scotland

It doesn't hurt to dig up some information about the country you're 
moving to, in fact, it might hurt if you don’t. 

Hence, we've put up guides to a list of major places in the world so that 
you can get all the information you need in one place. 

You can thank us later.

Destination guides

https://www.writerrelocations.com/tools-tips/destination-guides/
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Moving folks like you, around the world, for 60+ years. 

Writer Relocations started as a Mumbai-based packing and moving 
company in 1953. 

About Writer Relocations 

60+ years later, we're India’s premier moving company handling all types of 
moves - local relocations, commercial moves, office relocations, 

and international removals. 

500,000 people have trusted us to pack and move their house, office,hotel, 
restaurant, plant, and machinery. We are delighted to serve executives, 

families, and CEOs, all over the world. For the relocation services we provide, 

we have won 12 acclaimed awards - 10 from Cartus and 2 from Weichert. 

We are accredited with the best moving associations, known for their 

international service quality standards, globally. This means that you can 

rest assured when you do business with Writer Relocations. What's more, we're 

part of a group that's a leader in all its businesses. 

Come, move with Writer Relocations 
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